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IN CHILDREN WITH LEARNING DISABILITIlE§:
PROMOTING ATTENTION

Techniques from a Research, Clinical and Classroom Perspective

A wealth of evidence has accumulated in the last decade ndicatins.;

that children with learning disabilities have attentiAb pobl

cators and psychologists have suggested that attention probl

1

Some edu-

in the

"cardinal' symptom of learning disabilities (Haltahan, lherefore;

telling you, a group of educators, that poor attention is n significant dis-

abilityAlfor many children with learning problems is rather like "preaching

to the choir". ti

There has develOped in this last decade d vast literature, on attention--

not all of it surrounding the problems of thi Idten learnin III school. .he

television industry with a market for selling cored] is inrere,-,ted in children's

attention. The pharmOcology industry with a market for hehavi'bral managing

9

drugs does extensive research in attention. thC. antomohli, and insuran( o

industries, concerned with reaction time!, behind the wheel, bre interested in

attention. The airline and nuclear power industries, to name only a tew, ate,

interested in the skills necgs-,ary fur vigilance, moni,toring and 'pontton to

,a task. While much research has been genoted by all this concern over arcen-
.

. Lion, and while theseThirecions have inf luence the questi6ns asked about

attention and learning problems.. most of it hasnu)t been very'nseful to those

14 us working with children in the classroo4.

.
.

Dr. Ellen Bacon from the Developmental Evaluation Clinic at.Duke University

and I are here to help'omphasize the.k.inds of research and clinical iindings

1

which are relevant and important to educators trying to work with aficl program

fbr eildren who have attention prOblems. I train futUre special educators

who will work with children who have learning disahiliCies and I have been

doing attention resOarch with these children aed teachers since 1976.
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We will Aare with you a look at "beet prartices"We have learned from

.research .and clinical experience anal help you trAnstate them forTemediation

programs in whICW'you are involved.

'For.the purposes of our discussion, let us set forth a few of the

underpinning princ,iples.Which have guided our work:
10` '

1) We agree with Other educators and researchers, e.g. Antionette
Krupski of UCLA (1981), Daniel Hallahan of the University of Virginia
(1980), and JacobKOunin and Paul Gump of Wayne State University
(1974), that a look at the intgraCtion of factors in a learning settfIng
yields the most, infomati'on about a child's attention problems.

2) If one wants to understand what promotes a child's attention to
a learning task, one must seudv the learning setting, i.e. the

' classroom where the learning is or not tdkt-ng place (Scott, 1977).
41.

4

3) Promoting Attention eo a task should he tt)t- the purprase'of promot,irnt

a child's, learning' that.task...iec. attention is only mean:.'

(albeit an important means!) to 01.11 end.

4) The actual "lesson environment" wy will talk.abotiVinclude:

behaviors and cap,u It ie, of thuCHILD
the props and rules of trn.. TASK

the verbal and nonverbal TEACHER VIMUNIGATION
some dimensions of therphyt.ic,a1 F.EfffiNZ:

[FIGURE .1 I
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If we look again at our model and what influences-a child's attention
.

to a task, it may be obvious that we have chosen to focus on variables that

teachers or special educators have some direct control over--the TASK, the

TEACHER COMMUNICATION, and to some degree the SETTING. Our best chance at

remediating or overcoming attention
problems isynderstanding what we can do

to make the difference.

SETTING VARIABLES

Lei us.first look At the SEITNG and cunsidi two dimensions. Choosing

the most efficient TEACHER-CHILD RATIO and the correct LgSSON TYPE is very

important, if we want to maximize a child's attention. In a series of 'studies

we did with learning disabled children in seven differentspecial education

resource rooms, we recorded when children were on-and-offtask and wilat ratios

\\*

and lessqntype they were involved in. We were attempting to determine what

actually was going on in each leatining efivironment which promoted attention.-

One of the most importantSETTINGvariables that'affected a child's attenr

fkon was the TEACHER-CHILL RATIO. Children in a 1:1 lesson set.ting had signi-

'-qicantly more on-task behavior than children kn lesson setting with small groups.

0
TAEILE,1 illustrates these findings. If attention promotes learning, then it

seemed 'clear to us that a 1:1 teacher-child. ratio was the most efficient one.

Of'coUrse one might say, "But with increased demands on our services and

funding cut- backs -- that's drfaming!" We can, however, consider arranging

a learning setadng to accomodate a small group and sCill,provide as much

I
1:1 instruction -as possible. Considering the-LESSON TYPE is userul here,

The'seCond SETTING variable which helps us define "best practices" is
3

LESSON TYPE: Using the theoreticarworl of Kouni:. anciGumid (:0741 who'haveti-loq

W

to classify activities A the kindergarten setting which promote attending to

-a task, weilassified special education lessoiis we observed into siie types:

. ,





Self construction
Listen /monitor
Recitations 1:1

Recitation 1:2 or 1:3
Play/Interict
Transition

11TYPE 11
[LTYI)E. 2)

[.TYPE .3]

[LTYPE 4]

[LTYPE 5]

[LTYPE 6]

. As can be seenin TABLE 2 a child in a 1:1 Recitation lesson with the

. teacher is muchluore likely to be diPtask than a child in a mu ltiple reci-

.

bation 1:2 or 1:3-lesson with the teacher. A child in LTYPE 2, under the

headphones with a wed lesson was the most attentive of all. A child working

alone on an assigned task, in which she or he manipulated her own props, was

found to be relatively on-task though not as often as the former two lesson .

k Ilitypes .(Geore,.1.978). SiAlar findings have recently been reported byi

Rieth, Polsgrove and Semmel (1981).

This research evidence wou4d indicate that the common teaching practices

of multiple recitation lessons and follow-up,game-likb lesson activites

are much less likely to promote attention, and are therefore less efficiiift 8

o 1
remediation strategies.

I

TASK VARIABLES

Research on the dimensions of the learning TASK s)ow us that if we want

a child to be on-task, we must pay careful attention to the nature, the props,

and the rules of the TASK!! We mhst give a child a task that is not tog

difficult or too easy.. If the task is too hard; the child is inattentive,
0

the task is-too easy, the child is inattentive (Cantrell, 1974).

Secondly, hild will be more attentive-if the task is'broken into

and likewise,.

segient's of short duration (Douglas, 1974). Here children's television

research supports that durStion is a powerful determinate of attention (O'Bryan,

1975). We probably can sot reproduce Big Bird's ten second play on the letter

"B", but we can break our tasks downin manageable parts.

Thirdly, when a child manipulates the props of the task, he or she is
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more likelPto be attentive (Kounin and Gump, 1974).

.5
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Fourthly, a task with a tight structure promotes more attention thah a

a task with a ose'structure. Meichenbaum (1975) states that a highly

structured task provides a child with "cognitive supports" necessary to main-

tain attention. Barbara Keogh (1972) definla a tightly structured task as one

with a clear beginning and end points and where the rules are well defined.

She proposes that a lack of structure increases the ambiguity of the task

demands which causesble child to seek clue?; by glancing around, ant4appear

or indeed be, off-task.

TEACHER COMMUNICATION VARIABLES

The third area we can.use to promote attention in learning disabled

children is TEACHER COMMUNICATION. This is the area thaP.teachers have the

most control over and its importance has not been stressed enough.

Muei'of the early DISTAR research and practice has taught us that com-

municating material in an "intense" way promotes attention to a task (Carnine,

_1976)- It. is unclear if it is the pace of communicating khe.material of the

number'Of child responses solicited which is significant, but some aspect

of the intense "academic press" drill technique does enhance attention.

In our research, when we examined what teacher communications premoted

attention to thltask. the only significant communication was the number of

teacher solicitations or questions (George, 1978). Here again, this would

lead us to believe, that it may be how.often a child gives a response during a

drill type lesson that is the relevant factor. DEMONSTRATION A illustrates

the faSt paced "academic press" technique with lots of teacher solicitations)

questions and many responses'by the child.

I

c.
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(DEMONSTRATION A

Using a fast paced "academic press" technique

A

Teacher:t Point to the Oord that begins with the "M" sound.

Child: [point]

Teacher: Say "Mouse".

Child: Mouse.
* -

Teacher: Say "Mouse" very slowly. [Repeats three times]

ChVd: M -OU -S

Teacher: Say it fast! [Repeats .three times]

Child:, Mouse.

While we did not find that verbal reinforcement in generall promoted

attention, as other researchers have dune (Geller, et:al., 1975), we dick

find some evidence that the number of specific and descriptive rciDforcements

presented by the teacher verbally was related to attention. Fhls theory

4 had been proposed by Douglas (1974). DEMONSTRATION B illustrates the

use of specific, descriptive reinforcements.

c

DEMONSTRATION B

Using specific, descriptive verbal reinforcement

t /*
Teacher:. Say a word that rhymes with."Mat". Use F--.

Child: Fat.
Mk

Teacher: Fat, good!'

When I point to it, say the word that rhymes

with "Mat". [points].

Child: Fat.

Teacher: Fat, good! 1 $ike the way you waited for my point.

Teachers givag cues, bath verbal and nonverbal, aid a child's attention

(111144cm, 1975). This is especially true,' according to Trabasso and Bower



Using verbal and nonverbal cueso

.Teacher: Find the compound word--a word made up of

two smaller words. Say them with me.

[Takes child's finger and,onderscores single word l

.Child: Milk. [Says with teacherj..

Teacher: [Talc's child's finger and underscores double word]

Child: Eirdhouse. [Says with teacher].

-AO

(1968), if the child knows exactly whak the cues mean. Pointing tossialient

features of the material, ring leading sounds, snapping of fingers to

demand a response, or hintidg and modeling correct responses are cues which

promote attention. DEMONSTRATION C,shoWs the. use of cues by the teacher.

Perhaps one reason cueing worx.sto promote attention, is that t,retains the

C

.pace and allows the child to practice the 'correct response rather than lapse

k

into the lag time accompanying "pause...pause...1 on't know".

DEMONSTRATION C

TRAINING THE CHILD

We have emphasized what the research teaches us is "1:;esE practice"

for prompting attention using SETTING, TASK and TEACHER COMMUNICATION,

St

variables. But there is one final area where work is being done.:.the evi
.

Hence is not all in and what has been done has not been very well translated

for use by practioners in the schools. It is the area ot "cognitiv.: behavior

. .

modification"...or teaching a'child to talk to himself a Aa keeping on task

(Kneedler.and Hallahan, 1981). David Meichenbaum has pioneered in this area

of research. He urges us t9 analyze 'the demands of a specific task-and teach

a child to talk himself-or herself step-by -step through the task. -DEMONSTRATION

P

illustrates this concept.

iMr
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DEMONSTRATION D

r,

A child talks himself through a task to find one different

Child: I think I can do this task.

Child:' look at the first one real well.

Child: I'11 point to the second onetand ask myelf if it
is like ehm first one.

Child: I'll point to the third one.r.etc.

Child: Have I paid attention to every one? I have.

ild: Now I can answer.

4,

4111,-

This jechnique of teaching a child to monitor or talk to hipseji,,

warn Kneedler and'Hallahan, is prObablY most effective with a child whO

;I

knows the skills, but does not apply them. Its application may be useful-
,

. . .

with some learning disabled'children and not others.

Argulewicz also focuses on training the child in attentioo behavtrrs

(1982). Jie has found that training children in the specific liehaviors of

"squaring the shoulders toward the,task, leaning; the body forward:and placing

the eyes on the work". aCtually promotes attention. Argulewicz' research and

the findings_a the cognitive behavior modification resudrchers reminds us

that we -can not take for granted that learninghsabled children know AOW to

attend--it i7likely-they do not.

Insummary, we csan set up our resource rooms or our tutorial sessions

s-

, in such a way to maltmiZe a child's attention to the learning task. Given

the state of the elinical and research findings and art, bs we know them in
Ir

4982, it is suggested that we practice the following:

'ft

b
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DEMON TION D

A child talks himself through a task to lind one different

Child:. I think I can do this task.
. %

Child: I'll look; it the first one real well.

Child:. I'll:Point to the second one and ask myselt if it
is like the first one.

Child: I'll point to 4he third one...ete.
L. 01

Child: Have I paid attention to every one? I have.

Child: Now I can answer.

b

This technique of teaching a child to monitor or talk Lt., himself,

warn Kneedler and Manahan, is probably most effective with a child who

knows the skills, but ddes not apply them. Its application may be usetul

with some learning disabled children and not others.

Argulewicz algo focuses on training the child in attearigp behaviors

(1982). )1e has fond that training children in the specific behaviors of

"squaring the shoulders toward the task, leaning the body forward, and placing

4
the eyes on the work1' actually promotes attention. 'Argulewicz' research and

the findings of the coinitive behavior modification researchers reminds us

that we can not take for gran ed that learning disabled children know how to

attend--it is lik4ry they do not.

In summary, we can set up our resource rooms or our tutorial sessions

in such a way to maximize a attention to the learning task. Given

the state of the clinical and research findings and art, as we know them in

1982; it is suggested that we practice the following:

1 44.
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A SUMMARY' OF THE STATE OF THE RESEARCH AND CLINICAL ART
ON PROMOTING ATTENTION .IN LEARNING DISABLED CHILDREN

(George, 1982)

1. Organize the learning setting. to give iciaximum time in.a 1:1 teacher-
child ratio to eacti'child.

,2. Use that 1:1 time in a recitation /tutorial lesson whej we can--and when

-.N., we can not, tape lessons - which .the child can monitor under the headphones.

3. Avoid traditional multiple (small group) rJcitations and play/itteiact..

lesson activities.

4. Structure the task tightly, with clear rules, beginning and end pointl,'
with few transitions.

5. Break the task into srtaii parts.

6. Use props in the task that the child can manipulate.

7. Make sure the task is not too easy or too difficult.

8. Ask many questions which demand many child responses. ,

.

9. Pace those questions for solicitationsast enough to hold the
child's attention. ., 0-

..

,

10. Cue the child if the response does not come easily or in enough time
to avoid lags. *

c..v

II. Use specific acid descriptive verhal reinforcements.

t2. Teach a child to cue or talktg himself or herself and monitor
his own attending behavior.

1J. Teach a child the specific body postge and behaviors associated
with attendinp to a task.

4,

L
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